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S u m m a r y 

Angular distribution of electrons from _j}I= meson 

·decay in liquid hydrogen-measured by a scintillation coun

ter method was found to be isotropic within the experimen

tal errors. Polarization of .J¥. - meson iri mesic hydrogen 

determined from the results of an electron angular distri

bution was found to be equal (2,9 ± 2,9)%. The total de-

polarization of /I- - meson observed is mainly connected 

with a suggested by Ya.B. Zeldovich and s.s. Gershtein 

mechanizm of jumping of a muon from one proton to another 

with simultaneous transition into the lower state of the 

hyperfine structure. Due to this ·mecbanizm the transforma

tion of orthohydrogen and parahydrogen molecules into each 

other is possible. 

* * * 
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r. Introduction 

Investigation the capture of polarized /'- - meson~ 

in hydrogen makes it possible to obtain data·o~ the type 

. of weak interaction of /f. ~ mesons with nucleons1 1 ~2 ,JI • 

It is usually considered that th~ proc~ss of/'~ - meson 

absorption by protons 1~ mesic. hydrogen goes on through 

. the reaction /f_--f•,./J:' .17..,. ~ • Investigatio~ of the angular 

distribution of neutrons from this react1on-is·one_of the 
, ,I --· -

way for dete.rmining the type of interaction. Angular dist

ribution of·neutrons is described by the formula: 

(I) 

where ,;8 i's the coefficient of asymmetry in the angular 

distribution of neutrons, · the value and sign of which ~epend . 

·. upon the type of interaction, # is the angle between the 

direction of neutron path and/- - meson spin, t:7 is .:· · 

the coefficient depending on pc,J.arization of/-~-:- meson . 
•' 

in mesic hydrogen. 

From (I) follows that the experiment on investi-ga-:t:fon 

of the angular distribution of neutrons must be preceedE?ci;';\ 

by measuring the polarization of/- - mesons in. me'sic; 

hydrogen. The present paper dealt with experimen:t~l.:.,.investi

gation of ft-. - meson polarization in liquid hydrogen,car-. 

ried out at the Joint Institute Eor Nuclear Research synchro

cyclotron. 
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II. Main Theoretical Conceptions 

We shall consider the probable mechanizms for depola

rization of ft- - mesons while slowing down or coming to 

rest in liquid hydrogen. 

In 14·, 5 1 was shown t.hat when _;o/ - mesons slow down 

in the matter until the velocities comparable with those 

of electrons in atoms, they are not depolarized. Depolari

zation does not apparently occur if/ - mesons ~eep on 

sl_owing down until the zero velocity that it until they. 

are capture on·mesio atom orbits. Further, in producing 
. . . 

amesic atom there is a possibility of depolarization due 

to spin-orbital interaction, which is not however complet

edl61. Mesoproton has two states of hyperfine structure: 

the main one is.a singlet (F = 0) and the first - is ·the 

excited tryplet (F = 1). In·case F = 0·a meson "forgets" 

about original direction of its spin (it is depolarized). 

In a state F= 1 a meson "remembers" the direction of its 

spin• (it is not depolarized). It is not d.ifficul t to see 

that for isolated mesic atom there is no fl - meson tran

sition from one. level of hyperfine structure into another 

during its lifetime. Indeed, because of the fact that the 

excited state is 0.2 ev hi[gher than the gound one the pro

bability of radiative transition turns out to be many 
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orders of magnitude lower_( Zzaa ~ 106sec)than that 

of ft• - me.son decay ( ''Z' ·~ l0...,;6sec)l 7 1. We shall con

sider now what is going on with mesic proton when it is 

produced in liquid hydrogen. If mesic hydrogen is produced 
-~ ~-· ~ - - - ' ,, ' 

when _/¥-- mesons stop in liquid hydrogen, the· followinr; 

processes are possible: 1) Capture· of /~ - meson by a 
. . 

deuteron presenting in liquid hydr~gen as a contamination: 

/71-r fi ➔ F- ,JJ r h' rr- / 35' ,;> ~ 

2) scattering . /-H-r H?/7-/-rH, /-){) + H ;;> /.:../Jr h'.., 

J) production of mesi.c-mol~c~lar ions: j-#.,,.H7./1/-h'h', 

/-;1;1r,ll··~ f-N /J , /-,fl+/-/-;?> /tr:..YlH. 

Theoretical consideration of probabilities for such proces

ses was.given in1 7- 111. o:O:e of the interesting results of 

these works was that the cross-section for process (2) is 

two orders ·higher than that of the rest processes. 7,eldo

vich and Gershtein I? I showed that in the proce·ss of scat

tering due to the.n,eutrality of mesic proton there extsts. 

an effective mechanizm of II jumping" of ./- - meson from 

one proton to another,with simultaneous transition into a" 

lower state of hyperfine structure. Due to the fact that 

the probability of this "jumpings" (:.. 109 sec-1) is three 

orders higher than that of _//- - meson decay into ( ·/j/ dee 
6 l -

= 0.? x 10 sec- _}, mesic protons will transit into the 

grou~d state of hyperfine structure during the lifetime of 
.ft{- ._ mesons. The total d~J>g:1.§.rizat-ion · of .JH- - mesons is 

the result 0£ such transitions. 
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III. Experiment 

Polarization of/- - mesons stopped in liquid hyd

roeen wa.s investigated by measuring the anizotropy in angu:

lar distribution of decay electrons1 6 I. 

The beam of negative · :71 - mesons with the energy 

.. 150 MeV and intensity of --900 ff /~m2 sec was directed 

into the experimental arrangement (fig.i). For slowing_ 

down•/- - mesons and "purification" of the beam of 

:;f'- - mesons aluminium filters J2 cm th~ick were used. A 

.part of /1- - mesons. having passed through the filters 

stopped ih. the ,target of liquid hydrogen. A glass Dewar 

flask JO cm hi.gh and 15 cm in inside diameter was used as 

a target. The flask was wound with a copper wire to indu

ce a magnet field necessary for /f - meson precession. 

In order to detect /-- mesons incident on the target 

two scintillation counters 1. and 2 in coincidence were 

used. Electrons from _/I - meson decayed in the target 

were registered by scintillation counters J and 4 con

nected also in coincidence. Resolution time of the coinci-
-8 dence circuit was equal to 5.10 sec. As scintillators 

a plastic was used (2% of p-terfenil in polystyrol + 0.1 

LNPO). Scintillators were 100 mm in diameter and 6 mm thick. 

P~raphine filter 6 g/cm2 thick was placed between counters 
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J and 4. 

To eJ:ectronic operated in the following way: an impu.ls~. 

from the coincidence circuit 1 + 2, delayed 0.5 /I/ sec., 

opened. the gating circuit (" gate 11 ) for 1. 5 /1 · sec. Impul

ses from the coincidence circuit J + 4 passed through 11 the 

gate" and were.fed into the scalar and registered by a me

chanical numerator. As a monitor the coincidence circuit 

1 + 2 were used. Thus, the system registered electrons with 
2 ' a range of more than 8 g/cm, which are produced in the 

time region 0.5 to 2 / sec after /-- mesons stopped 

in hydrogen. Angulat distribution of electrons was investi

gated by measuring the number of electrons as a function 

of magnetizing current in a coil. The region of alteration 

of the magnetic field strength in which the target ·was plac.;.. 

' ed corresponded to that calculated for the mesic prqton 

precession in a triplet state. In this state mesic pro-t;on 

has a magnetic moment equal approximately to that of/ -

meson and angular moment F = 1/2 + 1/2 = 1. It is not dif

ficult to show that the precession frequency of mesic pro

tons in the field H will be half the frequency of pre

cession of free / - mesons~ To reduce the· background 

the counters and a target·were surrounded by a lead shield 

20 cm thick. Usually in experiments the counting rate of 

electrons was about 20 per min. The background was 4 counts 

per min and did not depend upon field H. Such a "low" back-
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ground was reached because a Duwar-target, shiel'd and magne

tizing coil used, were mad~ 6f a material with relatively 

large z, the probability of/.-- meson decay in which is 

small~ In exp~riment there was not found. the dependence of 

electron counting rate as a function of the current of mag

netizing coil. The value 6f asymmetry coefficient t7 in_ 

angular distribution of decay electrons I(e) = 1 + acos/1 

was found to be a= -0.0l ± 0.01. Iri ! value corrections we-
, 

re introduced taking in account the delay time, "gate" 

width, /-- meson decay and a solid angle of electron de

tector. The indicate~ error is a standard statistical-devia

tion. 

* * * 
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IV. Interpretation of the Results 

As is seen from value O angular .distribution of 

electrons turned out to be isotropic within the experimen-

tal errors. 

From the results of measurements of t7 it is possible 

to determine polarization ,P of/ mesons in mesic 

hydrogen using the energy dependence· of· electrons asymmetry 

in ·_/1.-+_ e ~ decay1 12 1. We shall consider that / 7
- ·me-· 

son beams obtained from the inner targets .of synchrocyclo

tron have nearly the same polarization independently.of 

proton beam energy I 12 1. Assuming that the ?- - meson beam 
. . ~ 

used has the same polarization as _,ft - meson beams it 

is· possible to determine P · from .:la ~ ,,,O~ .fq;, obtained 

in I lJ I • Here eZ is the asymmetry coefficient for the all 

integral spectrum. ll"'rom the inequality follows that P = (2,9 

+ 2,9)%. 

As iwas shown in §1 depolarization of mesons due to 

fine and hyperfine interaction in the process of mesic 

proton production is riot completed. Depolarization of me

so~s in the process of mesic proton seatter~Hj' in the mag

netic fields of atoms will be negligible due to a small num

ber of• collisions necessary for ,/1- - meson to jump into 

the lower state of hyperfine struoturel_l4 , 15 1. Thus, appa-
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rently the total depolarization observed is mainly con

nected with the suggested by Ya.B. Zeldovi6h and s.s.Ger

shtein mechanizm o,f jumping of /11- - meson f-rom one proton 

to another with simultaneous transition into a lower state 

. of hyperfine structure. This result is of fundamental im

portance. It shows that determination of the type.of_// 

meson-nucleon interaction by measuring angular distribution 

of neut;ons from the reaction /-+ ,P-jP/?rY in liquid hydro

gen is not possible due to the total depolarization of me-

sons. 

A .question arises: isn 1 t it possible to avoid depola

rization of ._JJI-- mesons ? As for the elimination of de

polarization due to, the fine and hyperfine'interaction, it 

is clear that it can't be done. It would seem however, that 

in order to avoid the depolarization due to the mechanizm 

of "jumping 11 ·one can use hydrogen gas where the number of 

collisions of rnesic protons with hydrogen atoms and, thus, 

the number of "jumping" will be lower. However, it is not 

reasonable to reduce polarization in this way becuse the 
, . 

probability of the above transitions is s~ high that 

"jumping" goes on immediately after firstcollisions1 7 , 141 • 

It should be notedll4 I, that to avoid depolari~ation 

of ?- - mesons due to the mechanizm of 11 jumping" as 

well as due to the hyperfine interaction is possible only 
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if one succeeds in ·polarizing completely the medium (hyd

rogen) in the direction of polarization of _j'f--meson beam. 

We considered above the problem of' what is g~ing on 

withmesic protons when coll+ding with hydrogen atoms~ We 

shall consider now what will happen to mol.ecules of hydro

gen in collisions with mesic protons. As. is known ~drogen 

consists of 75 -per cent of ortho hydrogen molecules with 

parallel nuclear spins and 25 per cent of parahydrogen 

molecules with antiparallel spins. Since the sponta~eous 
'" '; 

' -
transitions between ortho and par~olecules are not possib-

le, the ratio J:l_is conserved in liquid hydrogen also; only 

in presence of certain catal7sts (e.g. activized carbon) 

th~re is a certa~n possibility of transformation of ortho

molecules into -paramolecuJ.es. It is not so difficult to 

see that in presence of mesic protons due to mechanizm of 

"jumping" transformation of ortho and para molecules into 

each other is possible. Therefore if' hydrogen is radiated 

by .J'I-- meson beam of a sufficient intensity, the ratio 

J:l changes for 1:1. 

* * * 

,• 
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C o n c 1 u s i o n s 

1) Angular 'distribution of electtons from the decay 

of /- - mesons stopped in liquid hydrogen was ,~easured 

by means of scintillation counter technique and was found 

to be· isotropic within the experimental er~ors. 

2) From the results of measurements of angular distri-
·. . . . 

-bution of the decay electrons po.Lariza-c;ion OJ: /--- mesons 

in mesic hydrogen was found to be (2.9 + 2.9)%. 
- -

· J) The total depolarization ?f /.- - mesons is ap-

parently connected with suggested by Ya·.B. Zeldovich and \.-

s.s. Gershtein mechanizm of "jumping", of -/f ~ meson from 

one proton to another with simultaneous ·transition into 

the lower state of hyperfine structure. 

4) Determination of the type of interaction of/ -

mesons with nucleons by measuring the angular distribution 

of neutrons from the reaction /-r /7 7 /;-r/ in liquid 

hydrogen is not possible due to the total depolariza_tion 

of /- - mesons. 

In conclusion the authors wish to thank Ya.B. Zeldo

vich and s.s. Gershtein for prepublication copy of their 

paper and discussion of the results obtained. 

The authors are grateful also to B. Belyaev and 

B. Zaharjev for numerous discussions and constant interest 

to the work. 

* * * 
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Si[;natures to the figures 

Fig. 1 - The scheme of experiment. 
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